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Students in the 2021 Fall Semester Social Media Narratives Class: 

Nicole Abanador, Delilah Gabrielle Anaya, 

Meizhu Chen, Elizabeth Coleman, Ivette Cruz, Jerry Jie, 

Shixuan Ma, Lily-Ann Olesen, Jin Pang, 

Grace Marie Requejo, Goldie Schmiedeler, Xiaowen Wang, 
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Panelists were invited to introduce themselves at any time during November 19 

and November 22.    Conversations initiated by each panelist are  documented on 

the day they first logged in. 

 

Panel Host: Judy Malloy, Lecturer,  SAIC ATS 

 

The Contemporary Social Media Environment  

Panel Conversation Documentation 

  

Day One: November 19, 2021 

 

Katrin Tiidenberg (Facebook Group) :  

 
Hi all,  
 

…We (Natalie Hendry, Crystal Abidin and I) wrote the book 

“Tumblr” (Polity, 2021) primarily because we felt there was a need 

for a systematic analysis of a platform that has played such an 

important part in the (digital) cultures of the 21st century, and 

because we hoped that undertaking said systematic analysis might 

help us understand some things about social media and where it is 

headed. I hope we’ve succeeded in this, but that is, ultimately, for 

readers to decide.  

 

Why do tumblr users and scholars keep saying that tumblr is special and culturally impactful? 

For one, it has been a platform that profoundly shaped how people experienced, enacted and 

talked about fandom, feminism, queerness, sex, social justice, mental health, etc. It has been 
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formative of the worldviews and identities of many (mostly young) people, played a significant 

part in elevating conversations on gender, sexual identities, intersectionality and cultural 

representations thereof, functioned as a well of bottom-up creativity from which social media 

trends, aesthetics and memetic activity bubbled up, and launched or at least played an 

instrumental role in various social movements like Occupy and Black Lives Matter. Tumblr 

users – whatever their interests that brough them to and kept them on the platform - have 

consistently told researchers that their tumblr experiences differed quite a lot from their other 

social media experiences.  Being on tumblr is often described as communal, consciousness 

raising, therapeutic, and educational. Posts listing “things tumblr has taught me” are so common 

they can be considered a platform specific meme (see image from book). Of course, tumblr isn’t 

a utopia, many of its affordances and traits as a social space have a darker flipside – in the book 

we discuss things like dogpiling, toxic positivity and overly intense and vortex-like experiences. 
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Despite its personally formative and culturally constitutive role, tumblr remained an obscure, 

cult-like subculture to non-users, a space difficult to ‘crack’ for marketers, and a platform rarely 

paid attention to by academics outside of research on fandom or queer youth. Why? 

Unlike many other popular social media platforms, it is not profile-based nor legal name-linked, 

it welcomes multifaceted self-presentation; is informative, but through educational rather than 

newsy ways; attention flows and converges on it, but is linked differently to commerce than 

elsewhere. As a result, a very particular, idiosyncratic form of sociality emerged on tumblr. We 

call it ‘silosociality’, because it is experienced through silos – experiential tumblrs imagined and 

enacted by users as somewhat apart from each other. Silos emerge out of and are defined by 

people’s shared interests, but sustained through shared practices, vernacular and sensibility. For 

us, silosociality explains tumblr’s pivotal cultural role, but also fills a conceptual gap in existing 

ways of making sense of social media and helps illuminate possible trajectories for the future.  

Finally, of course, it has to be noted that many of these narratives are veiled in nostalgia. 2012–

2014 is broadly framed as tumblr’s heyday and many presume tumblr to be ‘over,’ especially 

after the NSFW ban debacle in late 2018. We talk about this too, about escapism, nostalgia, 

irrelevance and possible future scenarios. 
 
 

Judy Malloy: 

 

Every year, there are some students in this class who choose Tumblr to represent visual work. For 

instance, this fall these portraits of Grace-- https://gracesface.tumblr.com/ -- that combine self-

generated images with images created by friends and images found on the Internet. If you click 

on each image, you'll see its source.  

 

One thing I think is important about the choice of Tumblr is that when a grid is used it is more 

flexible than the Instagram grid and the look and feel is somewhat different. Thus, continuing to 

have the choice of using Tumblr is important in creative practice.  

 

An issue with the social media environment is that the search for the new and flashy pushes 

valuable platforms away from the center. Books can call attention to this, which is one reason this 

panel is highlighting books. Thanks Katrin Tiidenberg and co-authors for highlighting Tumblr ! 

 

Elizabeth Dawn Coleman: 

I haven't used Tumblr much since high school, and I know it's lessened in popularity in recent 

years (at least from my understanding). That being said, what do you think the benefits of Tumblr 

are now for an artist? How has the platform, and subsequently audience, changed? Do you prefer 

Tumblr over other platforms, and if so, why? 

 

Katrin Tiidenberg: 

Hi Elizabeth, yes, tumblr numbers are down. It used to consistently have more active users than 

Twitter, Snapchat, Baidu, LinkedIn, etc, even though many people did not know that and it was 

always a platform that was less well known than some others that had less users. Although 

different reports give different numbers, we can say that it went from 624 million monthly active 

https://gracesface.tumblr.com/?fbclid=IwAR3KiMcYb6ohwNjqNKgJ-QzWy7CsFkshxXqRCou1r2foTFmTjusFPCoLmcc
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/723924512/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUe3RkAI8HFt18u09kHsn4jL0J0oHcrbLvLWCAeLRVKWO2m-2fnJcpXVg_NotEtyScahZmyTqNQrmII4jkPOzGreVe6Ta_IvlMfFgJLHjnvJwsi0yzDG2htQauWzTnEc4qRftGeoyEObytF1kDs-oYUm2cijlRB7JQgPOEPak9Tn4Xwn-eABvJpD1WI_Xe1ncM&__tn__=R%5d-R
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users in 2018 to 370 million in the first months after the NSFW ban (went into effect in 

December 2018) and has been falling at a slower rate since, it's somewhere around 320 million 

now. Then again, Twitter is ~ 390 and only a few people are talking about it dying (and there are 

always people talking about any platform being "over" and "dying" we have a whole section on 

that in the tumblr book), so everything is relative. But as you point out in your question, it's 

important to ask what happens to the userbase in terms of sociodemographics and interests and 

norms, not just the total number of active users. While there aren't really reliable available 

statistics on this (I am sure tumblr has them) the post NSFW tumblr is younger, so depending on 

what kind of art you make and what your purpose is for sharing it on tumblr (seeking 

commissions, selling artwork, selling lessons, just looking for a community, looking for 

constructive feedback, just using it as a portfolio to link to etc) this may or not may have a 

significant impact.  

Tumblr has always and continues to prioritize artists and creative people in their own vision of 

who the users are and also, to an extent in their development of features and functionalities, so 

pragmatically speaking I don't think much has changed for artists who want to use tumblr. In 

terms of just generating attention, being noticed, making a name for yourself, tumblr probably 

isn't the first choice for people, but again, depending on what kind of art you make, that might be 

an oversight. Fandoms continue to be very strong on tumblr, as are some other subcultures and 

communities, so if your art fits their interests and you manage to tap into them (which presumes 

immersion, and putting in some effort, and is much harder to "hack" than many other platforms) 

then the return might actually be much better than platforms that are very popular, but thus also 

overwhelmingly noisy and inundated with the inevitable trolls and haters. 

 

Judy Malloy: 

Thank you Katrin Tiidenberg  for this scholarly, informative, and useful to students overview of 

tumblr! 

 

Shaohua Guo (Facebook Group):  

Hi everyone, here is my post. Looking forward to our discussion! 

 

Contemporary media environments consolidate the central role 

that attention plays in the digital economy. Given the definite 

nature of attention as “focused mental engagement on a particular 

item of information” (Davenport and Beck 2001: 20), it is no 

longer the seeking of information but the competition for 

attention, created by an information explosion, that drives the economy. The practical need of 

internet businesses to monetize user attention, the technological features of new media, and the 

individual’s desire for self-expression foreground the significance of attention in the digital age.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/647280286/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUuOsgsXTcPIyUTJZvSRFtNDCMG6J_jwWjPqiLbB2JIHRXT8aqsMekhFruoLO6UkT9HaSV8jJ4ZwXQ0Hu_YbzPfsmp-Ju3PFER_Vawgpzp-75sHwuqBwvVYZo0HpgRY3rtRH6g_v2tWHMujgFXEsTYU4VdQUVABRHrBfvkFikJ2QoIaMFCekP-hqhmsxB0HLd4&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
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Studies of digital media in China have adequately addressed the prominent role of the Chinese 

state and business corporations. The less told story, however, is how the Chinese internet has 

created a space for diverse voices and cultural innovation. As of June 2021, China had over a 

billion internet users, who are active content contributors. What kind of content do Chinese 

internet users contribute online? What kind of space do they access, and how do netizens 

navigate digital spaces to make sense of their everyday life? And what role do internet 

corporations, state sectors, and commercial media play during China’s drastic transformation 

into digital society? These are the questions that I address in this book.  

 

In contrast to the flourishing of research findings on what is made invisible online, such as 

monitored, censored, and removed content, we know little about the driving mechanisms that 

grant visibility to particular kinds of user-generated content. I propose “the network of visibility” 

to examine the mechanisms behind the vibrancy of online culture in China. I analyze the network 

of visibility through the process of competition for (1) user attention, and (2) content authority 

among internet corporations, media outlets, and individual players in the cultural realm. These 

two dimensions of competition, one emphasizing the economic rule of monetizing user attention 

and the other focusing on the possession and acquisition of authoritative voices, weave the 

network of visibility that shapes what is seen online, by whom, and in what way. By delineating 

the process of competition for discursive power among multifarious players, I show that the 

vitality of Chinese digital culture is rooted in the dynamic process of negotiation, collaboration, 

and contestation enacted by the interplay of diverse agents, including the state, cultural 

institutions, commercial entities, and internet users. In doing so, this book highlights the pivotal 

roles that cultural history, technological platforms, and individual agency have played in shaping 

the sociopolitical meanings of the Chinese internet. 

 

Reference: 

Davenport, Thomas H., and John C. Beck. The Attention Economy: Understanding the New 

Currency of Business. Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2001. 

Seen by 25 

 

 
Ivette Cruz: 

 

As I read Ms. Guo's area of study, I reflect upon the fact that there is a rampant wave of 

depression, anxiety, and low self-esteem in which the youth in the US find themselves trapped in. 

My own therapist has shared with me that there are zoom-related mental health concerns as well 

as Instagram-related illnesses that are being ready to be studied, published, and made official. The 

first thing that comes across for me is "wow, first world problems, lol." But it's true. While there 

are people across the globe struggling with illnesses they can't help but to endure, we are 

struggling because of our overindulgent, egotistical, and maniacal way of putting ourselves at the 

center of our own universe. The social media culture in the US is responsible for raising children, 

showing them what to value, and making everyone sick in the process. The hope that I have for 

my generation is that we would consider collectivist values instead of individualist ones. 

Somehow, the humanity of people has been lost in a lot of sectors, and has been replaced by 

automation. I have never known how to decipher when too much technology is actually helpful or 

when it is becoming super hard to escape from. I stay away as much as I can from social media, 

yet I recognize that it helps my transactions to be fast and smooth. Too much media is probably 

not good though. What happened to creativity and imagination of Artists to create something 
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new? Now everyone copies everyone and there's nothing groundbreaking to look forward to. A 

new song? A new color? A new style? A new idea? Everything is just being recycled according to 

me...... 

 

Shaohua Guo: 

Definitely agree! So many perspectives to the use of technologies. I've learned that there's no 

right or wrong way to look at the advancements we have today, but we will all always be biased 

towards positives or negatives that we can identify in relation to virtual reality, and media in 

general. 

 

Abraham Richie: 

Ivette Cruz I really empathize with this take and as someone who has been on Facebook for a 

long while (since you needed a college email to get on) it's been interesting--and quite troubling--

to watch. The evolution in early days, in my take, largely positive with niches of people finding 

each other through shared interests. Artists connecting with each other, sharing more, trading tips 

and resources. The Arab Spring was certainly helped by Facebook (how much may be a matter of 

debate, but it was a factor.)  

 

Your point about the automation is quite interesting in the sense I wonder to what level the 

introduction of the algorithm into news feed and friend recommendations disrupted natural, albeit 

slower, connections to others and accelerated deceptive pages, accounts, and articles, increasing 

overall negativity and toxicity. 

 

Ivette Cruz: 

 

it's interesting how new, and innovative ideas start off as easier ways to navigate the world 

around us and slowly but surely those new technological advancements get snatched by a 

capitalistic machine that ruins everything. Lol I went kind of dramatic there but it's kind of true. 

 

Abraham Richie: 

I don't think that's dramatic at all! In my thinking, the introduction of the algorithm to related 

news feed directly paved the way for Facebook's IPO as it now could insert content from 

whom/whatever into your feed. That in turn enabled paid promotion of content, promotion that in 

itself actively seeks to look like natural content in your feed and not "an ad." 

 

Shaohua Guo: 

Ivette Cruz Thank you for responding! Social media indeed factor into the fact that our attention 

span becomes shorter and shorter. It is important to remember the significance of deep attention, 

to stay focused in a world full of distractions. The role that technologies play in inspiring (or 

restraining) artistic imagination also would be worth exploring. And I concur with what you 

stated: “The hope that I have for my generation is that we would consider collectivist values 

instead of individualist ones.” Amid ongoing pandemic, I think this is a crucial moment to 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/647280286/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUuOsgsXTcPIyUTJZvSRFtNDCMG6J_jwWjPqiLbB2JIHRXT8aqsMekhFruoLO6UkT9HaSV8jJ4ZwXQ0Hu_YbzPfsmp-Ju3PFER_Vawgpzp-75sHwuqBwvVYZo0HpgRY3rtRH6g_v2tWHMujgFXEsTYU4VdQUVABRHrBfvkFikJ2QoIaMFCekP-hqhmsxB0HLd4&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/647280286/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUuOsgsXTcPIyUTJZvSRFtNDCMG6J_jwWjPqiLbB2JIHRXT8aqsMekhFruoLO6UkT9HaSV8jJ4ZwXQ0Hu_YbzPfsmp-Ju3PFER_Vawgpzp-75sHwuqBwvVYZo0HpgRY3rtRH6g_v2tWHMujgFXEsTYU4VdQUVABRHrBfvkFikJ2QoIaMFCekP-hqhmsxB0HLd4&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
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critically reflect upon the meanings of collectivism and individualism across various 

sociopolitical contexts.  

 

 
Ivette Cruz: 

 

Thank you for replying! There are so many perspectives on new technologies, and with the 

"ownership" of the "metaverse." It is an important moment in time because human creations are 

taking a life of their own. I found a video that helps support the case for virtual reality as a 

healing factor in a person's life. However, in the case of this South Korean mother, the ability to 

interact with her dead daughter via a headset, may be something that is reopening wounds for her, 

yet it may also be very helpful in allowing her to let go. I will leave the link to this down below. 

Because we are all very different people, it will become largely up to us to be responsible of how 

much media we take in before we become dependent on it, desensitized to real life, etc. In a 

world in which we are able to have everything at our finger tips, faster than ever, self-regulation 

and accountability are the only sustainable ways to keep one's mental health intact when it related 

to an overindulgence in media. Here's the link to the video I found: https://youtu.be/uflTK8c4w0c 

(The subliminal messages that ads send out also become problematic because, we are made to 

believe that we need so many things when we actually don't.) 

 

Judy Malloy: 

 

Shaohua Guo  Tiktok and Weibo have been used effectively by students in my classes, but 

recently one of my students created her midterm on  Xiaohongshu (Red Book) because she 

wanted to reach young people. I was not familiar with this platform, but it was of interest to see 

how the image space integrated with the text space. 

Do you have any thoughts about the role of Xiaohongshu in Chinese digital culture? 

 

Shaohua Guo: 

In a sense Xiaohongshu functions similarly to Instagram, putting a special emphasis on social 

networking and e-commerce. Mobile applications, like Xiaohongshu, TikTok, and its Chinese 

counterpart Douyin, showcase how emerging new applications constantly alter the market, as 

well as how older applications must continuously reinvent themselves to remain competitive. 

This constantly shifting dynamic between new and old players in the content industry largely 

accounts for the vibrancy of online culture in China. For one thing, these mobile applications 

significantly reshape our understanding of celebrity industry and what celebrity culture means. It 

would remain exciting to explore how creative practices of Internet users continue to flourish in 

the commercially dominated online sphere while also endowing new meaning on digital 

technologies. 

 

Judy Malloy: 

https://youtu.be/uflTK8c4w0c?fbclid=IwAR2kleyUunNawNgYdSteiSA6ERmPblg9b9wOTpbjvjLbnyCabz00DbqmQ8I
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/647280286/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUuOsgsXTcPIyUTJZvSRFtNDCMG6J_jwWjPqiLbB2JIHRXT8aqsMekhFruoLO6UkT9HaSV8jJ4ZwXQ0Hu_YbzPfsmp-Ju3PFER_Vawgpzp-75sHwuqBwvVYZo0HpgRY3rtRH6g_v2tWHMujgFXEsTYU4VdQUVABRHrBfvkFikJ2QoIaMFCekP-hqhmsxB0HLd4&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/647280286/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUuOsgsXTcPIyUTJZvSRFtNDCMG6J_jwWjPqiLbB2JIHRXT8aqsMekhFruoLO6UkT9HaSV8jJ4ZwXQ0Hu_YbzPfsmp-Ju3PFER_Vawgpzp-75sHwuqBwvVYZo0HpgRY3rtRH6g_v2tWHMujgFXEsTYU4VdQUVABRHrBfvkFikJ2QoIaMFCekP-hqhmsxB0HLd4&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
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You write 

"This constantly shifting dynamic between new and old players in the content industry largely 

accounts for the vibrancy of online culture in China. " 

This is interesting. To a certain extent we may have lost this in the US, particularly in the arts, 

where smaller art-centered platforms like Arts Wire and The Thing are gone and new arts 

platforms seldom arise. In the last conference this class held (2019; we did not hold one in 2020). 

we talked about the possibilities for creating a new arts social media platform and some good 

thinking came out of this  

https://people.well.com/.../issues/socmedia_intro19.html 

but so far the funding has not emerged to set this in motion. 

 

To you have any thoughts on what Chinese platforms are the most conducive to arts content? 

 

Shaohua Guo: 

Thanks for this question! Digital media indeed open up opportunities for artists to publicize their 

work and form communities online. Many Chinese platforms I am familiar with are also 

commercial oriented, yet it’s interesting to explore how creative practices thrive on these 

platforms, in particular how artists negotiate between market needs, their own creative agency, 

and ideological demands.  

I am sharing links to a couple of websites, where artists and writers share their works: 

https://www.zcool.com.cn 

https://huaban.com/discovery/ 

https://www.jjwxc.net 
 

Judy Malloy: 
 

Thank you for sharing your knowledge of the Chinese Internet! 

 

 

 

Abraham Richie (Facebook Group): 

A major museum’s social media at this time sits between multiple 

departments reflecting its importance within the overall structure of 

the institution and the many demands, needs, and expectations of it. 

In any given week a museum’s social media will act in roles or 

perform functions spanning a museum’s departments: Visitor 

Experience, Interpretation and Learning, Curatorial, Membership, 

Development, Marketing, and Store. Equally, there are varying 

definitions of what priorities are, how to communicate them properly for a museum, and what 

success looks like in terms of each project.  

https://people.well.com/user/jmalloy/issues/socmedia_intro19.html?fbclid=IwAR3Y_BSLLj1v5Pevq0P1yn4fRsHzGXhsMfaC8u2RPIFnwUX4Fh_532NpC50
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/647280286/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUuOsgsXTcPIyUTJZvSRFtNDCMG6J_jwWjPqiLbB2JIHRXT8aqsMekhFruoLO6UkT9HaSV8jJ4ZwXQ0Hu_YbzPfsmp-Ju3PFER_Vawgpzp-75sHwuqBwvVYZo0HpgRY3rtRH6g_v2tWHMujgFXEsTYU4VdQUVABRHrBfvkFikJ2QoIaMFCekP-hqhmsxB0HLd4&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
https://www.zcool.com.cn/?fbclid=IwAR15FXvgMnvnTZfRC3lB8YMQ6EXIUGAS3rnkLbJVjQMEBoP7xMeIBCU4eSA
https://huaban.com/discovery/?fbclid=IwAR3CPyhmXbYT45Zg73AoIj5DQNHSxzR9KLMyurSLFFWpmhxdabS-txc74ww
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jjwxc.net%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1jq5o2-FIEJtVIJN29O8dL9NcsbfCoFPThZUZJyJSbNJ6gE-YHaqXT0bc&h=AT0I-GTcsAUROZDguLuY0qvl44ZnfTOUxSXXz5oQ-X9iv4tGjSPeOHlUyWpe9EBNjQAa9f5okOqxDak3UHhpQOuv5uFx8bPEpjR6XmK-xydeclForSFPOCz8-VmMFHy3Qjhs&__tn__=R%5d-R&c%5b0%5d=AT32U3x8vFJ5Xlf0tXB8KiYf1AStlJvALnHB8BuTdnhoMi520ZWakdGuDPzqEmnFWUViWlBe--pddoOrWtKxiMvp0HmyYgBNZ6sbjaos4pRg9vpgZcbv9J2nv46egui8mwtOYtIO-_3gQ6BcQHuQEjvTkxavjFPEa4j1mnR2oXGzYrdh9-cKvZH0xgUekuuqhyPwOytPlJy1
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With all these directions and varying ideas, museums often struggle with support and alignment 

around social media approaches, especially with finite resources and staff. The events of the last 

year, starting with remote work due to COVID creating a sudden and complete shift to digital, to 

reckoning with racial justice issues, have brought needs for alignment into sharp focus with 

social media often at the forefront. As the pandemic begins to recede (in North America at least, 

to a degree) new digital efforts from museums, social responsiveness, and accessibility, are likely 

to stay, marking some positive outcomes from an otherwise very dark period. However, 

questions continue to remain and challenge institutions about the multivarious role of social 

media in the museum: is it an educator? A spokesperson? A marketer? A billboard? A retailer? A 

personality? How are its priorities and values communicated? And who makes these decisions?  

 

Judy Malloy: 

 

You write: 

 

"...questions continue to remain and challenge institutions about the multivarious role of social 

media in the museum: is it an educator? A spokesperson? A marketer? A billboard? A retailer? A 

personality? How are its priorities and values communicated? And who makes these decisions? " 

 

As someone who has spent a lot of time looking at art museum pages -- formerly as the longtime 

editor of NYFA Current/Arts Wire Current (with an eye to what exhibitions to feature) and now 

in search of examples to present to students as regards good examples of social media museum 

web presence, I note that museum social media sites are important in introducing the exhibitions 

and artists whom their institutions host and at their best arts institution web presence of all kinds 

plays a curatorial/editorial role.  

 

Long ago when the web was young and few had the expertise to negotiate what were then more 

difficult online systems, social media managers for art institutions were sometimes hired for 

technical expertise alone. That I think has evolved. Indeed, a social media manager with your 

credentials as an art critic is important if we look at arts institution web presence from a 

curatorial/editorial point of view.  

 

And some of the students in my art school classes over the years have been interested in this as a 

career.  

Do you – or anyone else here—have any further thoughts about the roles that museum web 

presence plays in the social media environment? 

 

 

Abraham Richie: 

A few interesting points Judy Malloy. One of the more successful online projects that the MCA 

has done is the microsite for Kerry James Marshall which explored the details of his paintings 

(like the lyrics for Snoop Dogg's "Gin and Juice" come out of a boombox in his painting "Past 

Times.") Produced by a cross-departmental team of multiple people, and prioritized internally, 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/100004497094736/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVtWWVXoGZZWwh84DwUKIe76nSVK0AxttiEjZhHwDV8wFPia306a5i0jxFEWVVW0N9e3zv8HjLDLLp8_MJXGpnyh2qm8t4qpWZWrRkKh4y3YkkESMzcvXJml-7ORDN513R4JTHsLYAnfnHVgiW21sob2sjOOx37SJUCURL_rKebws8_vBkPVP_EpNI0MTsPnZw&__tn__=R%5d-R
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this site had a perfect mix of social media-ready details that could lead to a deeper dive of the 

artist, art and exhibition. https://mcachicago.org/.../Kerry-James-Marshall-Mastry  

Ironically, the MCA website is being redone and the microsites are not accessible currently. 

 

 
Judy Malloy: 

 

Great example of a collaboratively produced project, which I hope will completely return!  

 

The disappearance of such potent work is a continuing concern, and it goes to the issue you 

brought up of who makes these decisions. For quite a few years, the slide below linked to a video 

of An Xiao's performance which was on the Brooklyn Museum's web site, but last year it was 

gone. 

 

 
 

 

Mark Marino (Facebook Group and Twitter):  

When Code Gets Social  

There was a time when programming, like writing, seemed a 

solitary affair, as early programmers worked largely by 

themselves to encode instructions. However, from the days of 

Ada Lovelace and Charles Babbage through Chris Strachey and 

Alan Turing through the women who coded for the ENIAC to 

today, programming has been a source of connections, albeit 

hierarchic connections. In our contemporary moment, thanks to a proliferation of platforms, 

programming or code is more social than ever. Code repositories, such as Github and Gitlab 

offer places to share code to be refined and forked as it becomes something other than it was 

when first uttered. Venues, such as OpenProcessing.org, boast over 100,000 members who make 

new forms of creative coding. Through platforms such as Jupyter Notebooks and Google Colab, 

collaborators can embed working code in larger discussions, akin to embedding an image or 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmcachicago.org%2FPublications%2FWebsites%2FKerry-James-Marshall-Mastry%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0dhst1a0BhuVd3aRd4ytkm-ZKsZclRIR18w6KGyY5lh22e1mZnOw--eYk&h=AT2R03HcHVgX0g_e8GikuTI7grC0_QBE5UiMbBueuDjY2FvfoKlyy-JSyu40xRgxYwbn6uBZ9OrxgFV_CWOMnQEV0wi2vW7CQ2sL5fGXdS1RFpJwgtXaC_nFRh06sjg64DU4&__tn__=R%5d-R&c%5b0%5d=AT34_jQl3cbG6eXnhyrTNp_ltY29fxmHukyWkY9NpFKkq2-_hM6ey58GdPjmfsXbnnTNCK3TlJzS0wWK__5fPgmqGa9TPIJcjiH5WREEaDogr-4Fz0J8wHQVO99EegQ2pLg6OFQSGvUqzEpARdg8v3MEpcxEeJP30qMHf3E7LFaoC7RH3LerJFZ6F2CCF8hc1QlkRlp_0QVjjUFLcOs
https://openprocessing.org/
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video, facilitating conversations through and around functioning code. Live coding and 

collaborative coding IDEs, such as VS Code and Atom offer powerful desktop applications, 

running thousands of subprograms to facilitate group authoring beyond asynchronous versioning, 

which is itself a key component for software development. That's not to forget the many 

discussion forums, including Stack Overflow, where more bugs are squashed, more work-

arounds shared than perhaps on any other site. Such sites foster communities formed around 

mutual aid. In the era of distributed work environments, productivity chat channels, like Slack, 

Ryver, and Mattermost offer opportunities for teams to integrate office platforms, like Trello and 

Google Drive, with hashtags, scripts, and droids, like DocBot to check for grammar and syntax 

and even tools that can retrieve code from Github.  

Conversation is key to code and critical to understanding how and what code means. I have been 

trying to facilitate conversations around code through my creative and critical works. My driving 

question: How can we use code more intentionally as a site of communication? How can we 

understand the messages others are communicating through and with code? How can we read 

code together and write code conscious of a wider audience? I foster some of this work under the 

banner of critical code studies through communities like the Humanities and Critical Code 

Studies Lab. During the biennial Critical Code Studies Working Groups (CCSWGs) (see the 

current cfp), we invite participants to join discusses about code via a Vanilla forum (see this 

sample thread co-led by Judy Malloy), though we have experimented with various platforms 

from Scalar to Google Docs. Critical code studies holds that computer source code conveys 

meaning that grows out of and extends beyond its functional meaning. In the first CCSWG, 

Dennis Jerz led us in a collective cave dive through the caverns of ADVENTURE in our 

preliminary search for ways to characterize the meaning of code. We had to get heuristic lamps 

to discover how code speaks, as Cox and McClean have put it.  

By this formulation, code is not merely something that does, it is a site of communication. By 

sharing, reading, and writing code, people make and express meaning. I have attempted to 

illustrate this principle in my short interactive work Flight of the Code Monkeys, a tale built on 

Google Colab, which invites readers to alter the source code of the story in order to determine 

the character’s path through the story. In another example of communication through code, 

Winnie Soon and Geoff Cox published their book, Aesthetic Programming on Gitlab, inviting 

others to fork it, an invitation Sarah Ciston and I took up, adding our own chapter, which 

followed their pattern of code examples embedded in discussions of cultural contexts. Discourse 

has become forkable as code teaches language a lesson in conversation. A recently formed 

Discord-based community Knit&Perl, which I started up with Anne Sullivan and Anastasia 

Salter, offers a communal conversation place for weaving together coding and stitching practices 

in the warp and weft of discussion threads that mix sewing patterns and JavaScript and Python. 

On all of these platforms, code is an occasion for communal interactions and conversation, but 

code is not merely the object that gathers people together, but instead, as in custom car culture 

and baking contests, in garden parties and rap battles, the code is also the means of the 

conversation and, increasingly, a medium available for real-time modification and extension, 

vision and revision, more analogous to the social interactions of conversation, collective game 

playing, and even dance.  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VhP0rymxIHcPyloVPL3102Q8ZNsXnOJkLStPw7rHMAw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VhP0rymxIHcPyloVPL3102Q8ZNsXnOJkLStPw7rHMAw/edit
http://wg18.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=/discussion/11/week-1-gender-and-programming-culture-main-thread
http://wg18.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=/discussion/11/week-1-gender-and-programming-culture-main-thread
https://thenewriver.us/flight-of-the-code-monkeys/
https://gitlab.com/siusoon/aesthetic-programming
https://gitlab.com/sarahciston/book/-/tree/main/source/8.5-TalkingBack
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Judy Malloy: 

 

Mark you write: 

 

"Conversation is key to code and critical to understanding how and what code means. I 

have been trying to facilitate conversations around code through my creative and critical 

works. My driving question: How can we use code more intentionally as a site of 

communication? How can we understand the messages others are communicating 

through and with code? " 

 

Yes! If we seek to better the social media environment, these are important questions. As 

we confront problematical managerial strategies that set into motion the work of software 

engineers, programmers and coders, one thing that the Critical Code Studies Working 

Group does is to look at code from the points of view of what might constitute Black 

code, queer code, feminist code, and much more. I know that you have already written 

about this and I urge people to read your book, but it would be great if you could provide 

a few examples of how discussions in the Critical Code Working Group have inspired an 

understanding of how code can better serve diverse and inclusive communities.  

 

 

Mark Marino:  
 

Great question, Judy. Let me offer a few examples that people might find enriching. Here's a 

section on Indigenous Programming where we learned about languages that come from 

indigenous cultures, like the Metis. 

http://wg20.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=/discussion/70/week-2-indigenous-

programming-main-thread In that week, Jon Corbett and others explored code as a place for the 

extension and continuation of indigenous cultures. During the 2018 CCSWG, we discussed Race 

and Black Code during a conversation led by Jessica Marie Johnson and Mark A Neal: 

http://wg18.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=/discussion/42/week-3-race-and-black-codes-

main-thread. This thread looked at ways racism is encoded but also took up an unlikely source of 

code: ship manifests of slave trade vessels, where the trade of lives is encoded. And you (and Liz 

Losh and Jacqueline Jacque Wernimont) led a week's exploration of Gender and Code focusing 

on the work of Margaret Hamilton as an example: 

http://wg18.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=/discussion/11/week-1-gender-and-

programming-culture-main-thread That exploration focused a bit more on recovering forgotten 

or under-discussed contributions women have made to code, while finding some of the 

uncredited women in the history of programing. I invite your participants to explore any of those 

threads and working groups. Perhaps all of these examples raise the question of how code when 

treated as a neutral site of mathematics can act as a site of oppression and cultural imperialism. 

 

Judy Malloy: 
 

Thank you!  Your work with the Critical Code Studies Workshop is vitally important and 

one of the most valuable discussion resources on the Internet! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/100004497094736/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXp4pTSCP0dm7NP-KJLK4u5iV-zlvFeHfb2PXWlELgk7DQSFsO7TQ2zMUdXWLRhrkL8nYKKwmnO9PyzRWYoJeJvs-50f1U_emB4Y8vZVbCBEEcGku0DVKEPd92nhXh4p4V19ziNZspbnSPccKJiyrE6aDzZMdxBZE1KZu38iGouLBkchXjyKl2xIgcL90apLCY&__tn__=R%5d-R
http://wg20.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=%2Fdiscussion%2F70%2Fweek-2-indigenous-programming-main-thread&fbclid=IwAR3Y_BSLLj1v5Pevq0P1yn4fRsHzGXhsMfaC8u2RPIFnwUX4Fh_532NpC50
http://wg20.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=%2Fdiscussion%2F70%2Fweek-2-indigenous-programming-main-thread&fbclid=IwAR3Y_BSLLj1v5Pevq0P1yn4fRsHzGXhsMfaC8u2RPIFnwUX4Fh_532NpC50
http://wg18.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=%2Fdiscussion%2F42%2Fweek-3-race-and-black-codes-main-thread&fbclid=IwAR2Xgn56ZnfOdU4PrnhOLDEkCRRI8yXFo_AsFhJiWLOSPDKnY3aI9q3xizM
http://wg18.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=%2Fdiscussion%2F42%2Fweek-3-race-and-black-codes-main-thread&fbclid=IwAR2Xgn56ZnfOdU4PrnhOLDEkCRRI8yXFo_AsFhJiWLOSPDKnY3aI9q3xizM
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/589600745/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXp4pTSCP0dm7NP-KJLK4u5iV-zlvFeHfb2PXWlELgk7DQSFsO7TQ2zMUdXWLRhrkL8nYKKwmnO9PyzRWYoJeJvs-50f1U_emB4Y8vZVbCBEEcGku0DVKEPd92nhXh4p4V19ziNZspbnSPccKJiyrE6aDzZMdxBZE1KZu38iGouLBkchXjyKl2xIgcL90apLCY&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwg18.criticalcodestudies.com%2Findex.php%3Fp%3D%252Fdiscussion%252F11%252Fweek-1-gender-and-programming-culture-main-thread%26fbclid%3DIwAR1Hh7KUXMgJtCr0S_tvL06FtV_ppftNo7zYcalrJmOoVWDDLH6ZvyHMRCo&h=AT0ddtOwpv48wiFPg1Tz5Wg-ZGd0Sn431jm2v5QXPU4h3vgfhMaUw3YXBauezHQNktqRQV_y2DW3eCh6q4z32zwPhZgAx7Y9q3CYuqIfYF7LaFmmwH3_Zl09-LnretJsVUUw&__tn__=R%5d-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0VmSNIVMjeKmBAqBQwhyMcgaY9KcqJLN6oLCTKe8kYxPRyg0wSYNrO0JPbLMmL1ryuhurEB9qdIZN1wdqb1500D-mxp8iyix2GFztTQ3O_g4sAu-sJnOVdgd_YZ2a1Ts1_yCpxo7f2QnTDPI39dP6OnU42l7AE_PdJ2WybBpJIv19VflnCR5FqDRLhTKoOcXoOURdwBNWwEgpdPRA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwg18.criticalcodestudies.com%2Findex.php%3Fp%3D%252Fdiscussion%252F11%252Fweek-1-gender-and-programming-culture-main-thread%26fbclid%3DIwAR1Hh7KUXMgJtCr0S_tvL06FtV_ppftNo7zYcalrJmOoVWDDLH6ZvyHMRCo&h=AT0ddtOwpv48wiFPg1Tz5Wg-ZGd0Sn431jm2v5QXPU4h3vgfhMaUw3YXBauezHQNktqRQV_y2DW3eCh6q4z32zwPhZgAx7Y9q3CYuqIfYF7LaFmmwH3_Zl09-LnretJsVUUw&__tn__=R%5d-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0VmSNIVMjeKmBAqBQwhyMcgaY9KcqJLN6oLCTKe8kYxPRyg0wSYNrO0JPbLMmL1ryuhurEB9qdIZN1wdqb1500D-mxp8iyix2GFztTQ3O_g4sAu-sJnOVdgd_YZ2a1Ts1_yCpxo7f2QnTDPI39dP6OnU42l7AE_PdJ2WybBpJIv19VflnCR5FqDRLhTKoOcXoOURdwBNWwEgpdPRA
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Mark Marino – replying on Twitter 
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Judy Malloy: 

 

….Because this is social media, panelists can logon and post any time they want to, so more 

panelists may appear today, and some will appear tomorrow.  

As an overview, most of the panelist's words and all of their bios are also on their pages, all of 

which are linked at  https://www.narrabase.net/saic_2021/begin.html 

 

Group members from previous discussions are also welcome to join the discussion Dene Grigar 

Deena Larsen Ellen Sandor George Fifield Marisa Parham Joe Matuzak Tom Klinkowstein 

Tommer Peterson Dal Yong Jin Wendel White Kathi Inman Berens Ben Grosser Joy Garnett Jim 

Brown Robert A. Emmons Jr. Chindu Sreedharan Rob Wittig and more! 

 

 

 

 

 

Élika Ortega (Twitter and email) 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/636491585/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/100006916174451/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/1032049363/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/581333805/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/4003126/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/100000442027424/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/727975245/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/1444716142/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/1038164650/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/1645303284/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/3415197/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/806104697/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/552596366/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/613518529/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/613518529/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/1445379586/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/533291026/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/13947111/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSyMyZkjOWhfdhc7DyTgZn2s9jQC6a3J4xHdCxL-VXydHH9VsuaDl3O8B1sqG258gw5fAunxyHgleb18Ie-_HlMwXVpWmeom7e2_z3EJZYLlt8AQAU4TSpJr2E-ULc8juAiNHO40JELW3i4iV4yg3oXWr9S7YH_rpejv42PWyd2BG6gjKl7BthtoLqBXU_ixA&__tn__=R%5d-R
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I started making combinatory Twitter bots in 2015 after I learned how to use Kate Compton’s 

"Tracery" and v buckenham's "Cheap Bots Done Quick". Initially, I created two bots dedicated 

to the Mexican writer and book theorist Ulises Carrión. The first one, @BotCarrion, is based on 

his manifesto “The New Art of Making Books” and seeks to highlight Carrión’s diction and 

interrogate his proposals about book arts and literature. The second one, @UC_Poesias_Bot, 

uses Carrión’s Poesías as a hypotext to emulate his poetic series “estructuras,” “ritmos,” 

“funciones,” etc. When I made these two bots I was captivated by Carrión’s work and I wanted 

to popularize his insights and his irreverence, which I still think is very interesting and relevant 

for our media moment.  

@tinyrelations was a later creation and more playful one. It follows the poetics of the world of 

tiny bots ( @TinyProtests, @thetinygallery, @tiny_star_field, among many others) which use 

emojis or other Unicode characters to create really beautiful landscapes and scenes. With 

@tinyrelations, I was particularly interested in adding an element of time passing to the 

landscapes common in the Tiny universe, which is why I used the episodic sense that acts have 

in plays. I also added a clock emoji to every act to signal that each is a short period during which 

people meet, activities are done, feelings are had, and relationships thrive or end. In addition to 

following the Tiny universe, I like how many associations can be gleaned from any given 

combination of emojis, and therefore how much their effectiveness relies on how much 

imaginative work a reader is willing to put in. On a different level, the bots in the Tiny universe 

are most often just really cute to look at even if they are not always pleasant or positive.  

Something that has drawn me to combinatory twitter bots is how prolific they can be and, 

therefore, how many surprising things they yield. The fact that they live on Twitter makes them 

feel, precisely, like they are alive somewhere doing their thing and (hopefully) positively 

infiltrating themselves in the regular doomscrolling that Twitter timelines can sometimes be. 

Ultimately, I like to think of the Tiny universe as a modular corner of Twitter where the 

individuals in my @tinyrelations are maybe hanging out @thetinygallery or looking 

@tiny_star_field – that is, where they exist in the presence of peers.  

 

 

 

 
Judy Malloy: 

 

you talk about the role of bots in "positively infiltrating themselves" in Twitter. Here, on the 

attached image, is a question #socmedianar21 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/BotCarrion
https://twitter.com/UC_Poesias_Bot
https://twitter.com/tinyrelations
https://twitter.com/TinyProtests
https://twitter.com/thetinygallery
https://twitter.com/tiny_star_field
https://twitter.com/tinyrelations
https://twitter.com/thetinygallery
https://twitter.com/tiny_star_field
https://twitter.com/hashtag/socmedianar21?src=hashtag_click
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Bailey Zeller: (via email) 

The final emoji puzzle is how we use them in combination with other emoji. One type of 

sequence, which gets a lot of attention, is the retelling of familiar stories in emoji…It’s 

easy to see how these fit in with the idea of emoji as gesture: they’re like playing digital 

charades or pantomiming to a friend across a loud bar.”  

 

Gretchen McCulloch, in her book Because Internet: Understanding the New Rules of 

Language, examines emojis as functioning as a means of embodying language, 

specifically serving as digital gestures to act context to our speech. She concludes that 

emojis allow us to add more expression to written words and to give a stronger sense of 

the way in which something is said digitally.  

 

When describing @tinyrelations, you mention that the effectiveness of the stories relies 

on the imagination of the reader. As opposed to McCulloch’s view on emojis as 

emblematic or gestural language adding context, the tiny bots seem to provide purely 

context, relying on the reader to supply the story to the created landscape. Each reader 

expands on the created scene, filling out the series of emojis into a whole work. How 

would you compare the tiny bots’ world of emoji scenes relying on the imagination of the 

reader to our everyday use of emojis as clarifying the intended meaning of a statement? 

On a broader level, how do you think narrative uses of emojis are changing the 

interactive landscape of story telling on social media? 

 

 

Élika Ortega: 

Excellent question! I think the first thing I’d contribute is the difference between using 

emojis as context to other type of speech like written words, and using emojis as a form 

of speech itself. In @tinyrelations and other bots in the tiny world do, the sequences of 

emojis are the story itself. Or rather, it is perhaps more accurate to characterize it as the 

suggestion of a story. This has to do not just with having a random number or 

combination of emojis posted together, but also their distribution on the screen. In 

@tinyrelations, there is a grammar of sorts to every act that seeks to suggest emotions, 

activities, and outcomes. For example an act V in a recent tweet reads 

  

 

Here we see two individuals (both crying emojis) a broken heart, a clock, and rainy 

cloud. As the closing act in this one tweet, together the combination of emojis suggest a 

passage of time and a sad outcome for this particular tiny relationship. Other 

combinations could suggest a happy ending or a complicated one. The conceptualization 

of the bot itself, acts as an ordering principle of these combinations, one that is not very 

fixed, though. Because @tinyrelations and other tiny bots are also combinatory I don’t 

think anyone is trying to give each tweet a set intended meaning or statement, but rather 
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see what meanings emerge out of, on the one hand, a given possible combination; and on 

the other, the collection of all combinations posted under the overall conceptualization of 

a bot. 

 
 

 

Day Two: November 20, 2021 

 

Jade Ortega White 

Hi all, just wanted to introduce myself to the group. I’m a 2nd year MFA student at SAIC in the 

Performance department. I’m a professional circus artist specializing in aerial and tight wire. I’m 

currently on contract in Singapore. I’m using social media narratives to document my interior 

life as an artist. But I find it quite difficult to both live in the moment and also document those 

moments. I’m interested in strategies for finding this balance. 

 

 

Judy Malloy: 

 

Good to "see" your voice coming from Singapore!  

You write: 'But I find it quite difficult to both live in the moment and also document those 

moments. I’m interested in strategies for finding this balance.'   

 

 Jeff Nunokawa: In response to Jade's question, based on your amazing writing on social media 

feat -- described in 2015 by Princeton University Press in this way: "Every single morning since 

early 2007, Princeton English professor Jeff Nunokawa has posted a brief essay in the Notes 

section of his Facebook page. Often just a few sentences but never more than a few paragraphs, 

these compelling literary and personal meditations have raised the Facebook post to an art 

form..." -- do you have any advice to offer? 

 

Judy Malloy: 

 

And it should be noted that for her final Social Media Narratives project, at 

https://www.instagram.com/jayjayrawraw/ 

Jade White will be documenting the preparation for the Singapore performance -- while she is on 

site in Singapore!  

 

 

 

Jeff Nunokawa: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/1109899/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVj43E8HX_vkzKZVNYZuPpu6xMU2uJ4m0WL2gSGq-CYH3lNb4HdmHwziwpI5xpcQqXhDf8IoGN4nvEDnKmcnwe3C7yOuwggMsqbyl2Ofw9aUa03SJDHKlC3IXA5I-DLNmLzkSi7A0JG9ElACmxt_qEkMsVIPDJgZzkoRE5zky12InTOf6G09LkGhKjNEYa6878&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fjayjayrawraw%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1BMNAO_TfKpJK1ggfkGFlWxd7pj375VyTLcNTkpKgZPE7tRS3MaifFN5c&h=AT0Kjf1mRkR3VDY0VC6DCjBnQLXc412f9p9c35Uf_v-GPnXXpSDG63UhF2E0TNLK4ftPvFHbmceZHPQ68EXtt2Iukbq8JDOLzB_gLDrMiGY-_AMh1qG96tc36zGDO2GvrVpN&__tn__=R%5d-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0zSzb9U3CpCswjJqD-aeuZNLsSF8-vC2PTo3y6h36Ze9WEJpbIgsFo6WCXvB3M13yOyI5H3LEE1JCqIlHgX79YtgZTkv-9j2wGtP6owHZPOf1z-ksIFdCP0GNuuKGY17q7TtC1wkBjlv79WnLkR9L1FkAT5gxMxdNVuWD2VtU7fdgji1ikmyIhvhApqVf437Mus5I8TYfy
https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/user/100007767917086/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWKvTAWivFyiS4t8J699rPY-3Zo56b26IHYg-SeerYvJqrsuV6gyAOC5g9sQ7PyXqObKQ6mqQcG00i5nd0KN955F4j9L3vNV4HOfssaTWcY6w7DwEtkxseXeG668AxDKUE16poRBrMAHZaL7TQdWU3ss3p4yPUlHfgnNGO98joo2ZEpW2Q724aOXydno59ShsQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
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HI Jade!  

 

…Maybe what's worked best for me is to think of the writing less as a document of lived 

moments as an extension of them. What I find works best is to cherish and really focus on the 

surprise parts of writing, when you're not sure where a sentence or a paragraph or a page or a 

book will go. It's a little bit like the best kind of conversation or the start of a real love affair, it's 

what one critic once called "Emerson's stairway of surprise". I have a really hard time with 

writing that's too far removed from the surprise element that makes life living. The only time 

writing has ever felt like a form and forum for freedom to me is when it emulates the best truth of 

living --NOT KNOWING WHERE THE TRAIN (of thought, of love or fear or dreaming) will 

wind up. 

 

 

 

Mark Marino:  

 

Jade, my wife's former student is a ropes performer/engineer who just moved to Vegas to 

continue to pursue circus life, and I have been enjoying following his road on Instagram. 

https://www.instagram.com/sirfossilot/ Part of his practice is to share tiny videos of his progress. 

Of course, that includes failures. As an avid social media follower and instructor of emerging 

media, I have long enjoyed and recommended self-production and performance that mixes the 

polished share (see this video from my amazing performance) with the rough (oops, fell on my 

butt this time) with the seemingly mundane (it's Wednesday and I feel exhausted) as a way of 

creating a feed that connects audiences with you as a fully human maker that feels more personal, 

even if always admittedly fictional or constructed.  

 

Yes, documenting and living can conflict if you need each post to be perfect, but not if you treat it 

more incidental or slightly candid or provisional, quick snaps. And here I would offer the 

webcomic I make with my family as another point of reference. It lets us create a tale of family 

that sometimes transcends but I use a strict policy: whatever we create while eating breakfast is 

going up. No regrets. No agonizing. And revision only if absolutely nec. 

http://markcmarino.com/.../creative.../coronation-webcomic/ 

 

 

 

Judy Malloy: 

Good thoughts to Jeff Nunokawa who is mourning the death of his mother and continuing to 

celebrate her life. For those who would like to read about his Facebook situated "Parentbook", 

his words for the panel are: 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/sirfossilot/?fbclid=IwAR3ALO2q68gm0Y9QrjxhMa08Uj7DTTIDwj18qA8ptLVNJmfTxmTGGWKESBs
http://markcmarino.com/wordpress/creative-works/coronation-webcomic/?fbclid=IwAR1Hh7KUXMgJtCr0S_tvL06FtV_ppftNo7zYcalrJmOoVWDDLH6ZvyHMRCo
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Jeff Nunokawa: 

A book which I'm calling "Parentbook"  

I am writing a book now which I'm calling "Parentbook". 

Like my last book, (Note Book, Princeton University Press, 

2015) what I am writing now assumes the context of 

Facebook, in its most G-rated (maybe P-G), anodyne and 

banal form.  

If Facebook is "your grandparents' platform", that is at least 

partly because it is the platform for bland memes and other messages, which are concerned with 

blocking out the infinite disaggregating partisanship that has taken our society and indeed much 

of Facebook and other digital venues by storm.  

Thus, I think of Facebook at its most shallow and happy faced as a kind of reaction formation to 

its far more familiar unhappy face, the one clouded by face by the infamous ferocities of angry, 

indeed toxic partisanship generated and accommodated by social media and F-Book in 

particular.  

My book is about and for people like my mother, people who may have strong views about 

politics (my mother did -- an old fashioned melting pot liberal, the daughter of a farmer from the 

reddest part of Washington State who married a Hawaiian-Japanese guy five years after 

Hiroshima and ten years after Pearl Harbor, she lacked the imagination to abandon her Old 

School, New Deal Principles), but who value above all comity and civility, a comity and civility 

they sought and sought to imitate on Facebook.  

The book is a kind of memoir of what it was like to be raised by the likes of her and my father -- 

middle class, middle brow "e pluribus Unum" types.  

While Facebook isn't the explicit subject of my book posts over the last ten to fifteen years. The 

Facebook community I assume and address here is rather like a late and virtual emanation, a kind 

of after aura of the neighborhood that people like me were more or less raised. (More or less, 

since the neighborhood I have in mind was as much a matter of regulative principle as palpable 

practice even during its ascendancy.)  

The hope of this book is that it will provide a kind of guide for readers and writers of the most 

debased social media I know (i.e. Facebook) to imagine how even from the belly of the Beast we 

can remember, imagine and construct collectivities can get us the hell out of here (i.e. our current 

hell-scape), or at least buy us a little relief from the worst of it.  

Here is the beginning of the book. As I say, for the moment, I’m calling it "Parentbook", though 

I’ve toyed with calling it "Good Enough Liberals", or "Melting Pot Liberals":  
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First of all, I can't tell you too much about them. Our mother would find a way to come back 

from the dead to kill me if I did, and the thought of what our dad would have to say about what I 

say about him in these pages almost stops me in my tracks even now (almost—sorry dad).  

Before she died, our mother gave me permission to write about her as long "as it’s in half-way 

decent taste" and I don’t tell you "too much". If you’re wondering what "too much" is, well, I 

guess it’s like what the Supreme Court Justice said about obscenity: you know it when you see it.  

It’s hard to believe that they're gone. Moms and dads like ours were more (and/or less) than mere 

individuals. They were also the voice of every motto promoting good housekeeping, public and 

private: clear your plate, do your homework, get your taxes in, don't forget to vote, put on 

something nice.  

The thought of a world without our mom and dad in it is a little like the thought of a world 

without the U.N. or NATO or SEATO or the SEC or the FCC or the FDA or the FAA or the 

CDC or Time or Life Magazine, or the Book of the Month Club, or a reliable two-party system, 

or cornflake crusted fried chicken (the recipe was right there on the back of the box), or the Good 

Housekeeping seal of approval.  

I guess you could say we’ve gotten used to a world where these fixtures are broken, rusted out of 

recognition or removed, but moms and dads like ours in whom the spirit of those appliances are 

conveyed: do they ever really go away?  

Our dad has never had more of a say at our table since he officially died and fell silent. Half the 

time, he still seems to get the last word.  

He was one of those dads who never said he was sorry about anything, not in so many words 

anyway, and sometimes that means he still seems to get the last one. All those stumbled sorry’s 

have a way of hanging around right where they fell, even after the person who said them has 

walked off the sound stage for good.  

Growing up, it felt like the slogan from Love Story was made for him. Being dad meant never 

having to say you’re sorry, or maybe just never being able to. I don’t remember if he saw the 

movie himself. He would've wanted to -- he had a "thing" for Ali McGraw -- but I’m pretty sure 

our mom would have plain refused to see a movie so silly, and I can’t imagine how he would've 

gone with anyone else.  

Our father wasn’t the type you’d find confessing faults, or asking to be forgiven for them, in or 

out of a booth officially designated for such purposes. I was surprised when my sister told me 

that he’d wanted to confess to a Priest before he died, and surprised to be sorry that he couldn't.  

He told her that he'd clocked enough time with the Church to have earned its last rites. I guess he 

thought of them the way he did his social security and other retirement benefits. After all, he’d 

been a Catholic even before he was a taxpayer, even before he was a Democrat, and I guess old 

habits and hopes die hard, or go into hiding, and come back to life near death.  
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It was just a fact about our father that he never admitted that he was wrong -- except for some 

mutterings here and there to our mother, after some truly terrible thing he’d said to her; or some 

shrug of the shoulder's admission that an investment he made was based on false hopes or 

someone too close; or some vague apology to his sons, years after his murderous rages, one of 

which actually nearly killed my brother. It doesn’t sound like much, I know, by way of expiation. 

But it cleared the air enough to make me believe that telling you about his better parts (his civic 

mindedness, his faith in the future, his work as a teacher) is part of my point in being here.  

 

 

 

Day Four: November 22, 2021 

 

 

 

Meredith Clark: 

Hello all:  

 

My book is currently under review, so rather than post from it, 

I'm using a selection from my article on "cancel culture." 
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"The problem with so-called “cancel culture” does not rest with the formerly disempowered, 

seemingly faceless public that the letter critiques, but with the signatories and their peers, “ . . . 

the institutional leaders,” who, “in a spirit of panicked damage control, are delivering hasty and 

disproportionate punishments instead of considered reforms.” 

 

These self-appointed regents of open debate have failed to anticipate an age in which there is no 

longer a dominant public sphere, but a fractal sequence of counterspheres and oppositional 

publics. They have yet to reconcile how coalitions of the Othered are now equipped to execute a 

responsive strategy for immediately identifying harms and demanding consequences. The 

absence of deliberation in chastising bad actors, misconstrued as the outcome of cancel culture, 

is a fault of the elites’ inability to adequately conceive of the impact social media connectivity 

has for shifting the power dynamics of the public sphere in the digital age." 

 

 Nicole Abandar: 

Hello Meredith Clark, thank you so much for the insight as written in your essay. the term "cancel 

culture" has definitely been tossed around willy-nilly all over the internet and illicits varying 

degrees of understanding and what it actually entails. As a person who uses social media 

regularly, I never really had a definite understanding of where the term had originally started 

from. I had a bit of an 'aah' moment when I read about the part where America holds these public 

discourses as "forums of debate where a multiplicity of discursive publics are equally empowered 

to engage in debate and the free expression of ideas." Hopefully I read this right, but from my 

understanding this part talked about how people in power act as if everyone participating in this 

have an equal chance or have a seat at the proverbial table, when it isn't true. As someone going 

into education in the Chicago Public School system, whenever I think about this kind of situation, 

I think back on this years zoom board of education meetings where CPS told the audience 

(specifically parents and teachers) that there was always a seat for them at the table to make 
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changes in the schools. When they had said that, I remembered a parent had called in and had 

angrily replied that the seat that was offered to them was a kiddy chair at the adult table and that 

this 'equal' opportunity that CPS was trying to offer to people was only 'equal' to families in 

affluent neighborhoods whose schools were well off. I'm going off-topic however, since this is a 

social media class lol. To get back to the point, I really did enjoy your essay and to think about 

the implications of "cancel culture" and how it has seemingly turned into something more than 

what it was originally used for. Now instead of it being used as a way for the oppressed to call out 

those who abuse their power, we get politicians crying about being "cancelled" or that "cancel 

culture is so toxic" when they get critiqued for not doing their job. I did have a question about 

what your thoughts were with regards to "cancel culture" and how it seems to not do much in the 

long run? Especially on social media where attention spans and news seem to filter out within a 

few days, it feels like when people ban together to "cancel" a person, that same person just has to 

quietly vanish off of social media for awhile and then make a triumphant comeback (with no 

change to their character) in a month, and no one would bat an eye to them. While the act of 

"cancelling" a person and holding them accountable is good, from what I've seen, it seems to 

never last very long. I guess what I'm asking is if you believe that this method of holding those in 

power isn't as effective in the face of social media where information is constantly updating and 

refreshing? Hopefully that makes sense and sorry for the long rant! 

 

 Meredith Clark: 

Hi Nicole Abanador: Thank you for your response. Yes, you're correct in your reading of my 

critique of the concept of the "public square." Speech in this country (and around the world) has 

never been truly democratic, unrestricted or free - there are always people who posses a power 

differential and have the ability to decide who gets to speak, whose speech is legitimized and so 

on. 

 

Meredith Clark: 

To your second point: "Canceling" folks via social media is but one attempt at demanding accountability. 
Without the necessary infrastructure, it's incredibly limited in its scope and efficacy. [see: Kanye West; 
to wit, I'm following a bunch of people on social media who say they miss 'the old Kanye,' and no longer 
support him... yet use a snippet from his lastest album in their reels. *MissJayConfusedFace.gif*]. 
Separately, since the term has been co-opted and distorted, its effectiveness has been further limited. In 
order for digital accountability practice to be effective, it must be coupled with long-term strategies for 
addressing and acknowledging harm or hurt (while making the distinction between the two), providing a 
path to restorative justice, and amending what was or is broken in a relationship between multiple 
parties. That's a pretty broad answer, but I hope it begins to address the question. 

 

 

Judy Malloy: 

 

Thanks, Meredith Clark for your important voice and good wishes for your forthcoming from 

Oxford University Press book: "We Tried to Tell Y’all: Black Twitter and Digital 

Counternarratives". 
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Jeff Nunokawa: 

by the way, here's something i wrote a couple of years ago on f-book that I've distilled and made 

part of the book about the parents--: 5284. November 22: Day of Awe #parentbook  

I’m sure I’m not the only kid whose mother met him out in the front yard, on his way home from 

school, on November 22, 1963. I was walking home from kindergarten and there she was out in 

the front yard, waiting for me, as solemn as I’d ever seen her. To tell you the truth, the sight of 

her standing there, right by her rhododendrons, is my first real memory of her, period:  

"Jeff, I want you to remember this day for the rest of your life. The President was assassinated 

today in Dallas, Texas".  

Usually we were only allowed an hour of T.V. per week (with the occasional special 

dispensation for something educational on public broadcasting or a movie that our parents 

happened to be watching), but that day and for several after, the T.V. was on non-stop. The only 

other time my brother and I got to see so much T.V. was when our parents were fighting, and my 

mother didn’t have the strength to supervise us.  

This time though, it wasn’t Looney Tunes we were hearing, but the sober grown up voices of the 

national newscasters, and what we were seeing was the opposite of the world without death 

where our favorite cartoon characters lived their ferocious lives forever (like those people 

shouting on the cable news networks now, only funny). And this time, our parents weren’t 

fighting. They were whispering among themselves, like they were alone in the dark. At the time, 

I assumed everyone was doing what we were doing, and to this day, the assumption secretly 

continues. November 22nd still seems like the unspoken, sad start of the winter Holidays, just 

like JFK seems like a lost member of the family. 

I first heard about the assassination before I got home to our mother and the T.V.--overheard, 

actually. A lady who lived across the street from the school came over to the school side to 

mention something to our teacher. She was concerned, but casual, like she was talking about an 

earthquake in a foreign country or a freeway accident closer to home, but not so close that she 

was likely to know anyone in it herself. It wasn’t until I got home that I learned that things that 

happen in another State can come crashing through all the screens, with a bullet straight to the 

heart of your own. 

 

Judy Malloy: 

Thanks, Jeff! 

 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/parentbook?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWdnisUx5I7OoNzwpbGHVG9_M_i_r_ceY6MUKFh_J4wcFbx3hN66qPKD4ARhv1OyzBbcntWB2nArsrIeMaz66CtKG-_q-qowKvzGEahYZ8X07sTKIg02OetWTcS9Vgbd8PYxBDilAOvvVpVWeH-aMyqpmQZKm2piM3BPxIRszWNbHTm3qcJaEnU9At8Vg_iGzA&__tn__=R%5d-R

